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Abstract
The Kimura 3-parameter model on a tree of n leaves is one of the most used in phylogenetics. The
affine algebraic variety W associated to it is a toric variety. We study its geometry and we prove that it is
isomorphic to a geometric quotient of the affine space by a finite group, which is completely described. As
a consequence, we are able to study the singularities of W and prove that the biologically meaningful points
are smooth points. Then we give an algorithm for constructing a set of minimal generators of the localized
ideal at these points, for an arbitrary number of leaves n. This leads to a major improvement of phylogenetic
reconstruction methods based on algebraic geometry.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The goal of phylogenetic algebraic geometry is to translate the knowledge of algebraic geom-
etry into new tools for phylogenetic reconstruction problems. The dictionary used in this trans-
lation is based on algebraic statistics, which allows viewing statistical evolutionary models as
algebraic varieties. The first approaches in this direction are due to Allman and Rhodes [1] and
Pachter and Sturmfels [20]. Since then, many other authors have contributed to the development
of phylogenetic algebraic geometry, either from the more geometric point of view (see for in-
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266 M. Casanellas, J. Fernández-Sánchez / Advances in Applied Mathematics 41 (2008) 265–292stance [12], [23], [3], [4], [7]) or from the applied standing point [13], [11], [5]. The basis of
algebraic statistics for computational biology were finally set up in the book [21].
The applications of algebraic geometry to phylogenetics rely on the computation of the gen-
erators of the ideal of the algebraic variety associated to a statistical evolutionary model on a
phylogenetic tree T . In phylogenetics, these generators are called phylogenetic invariants as
they are useful to infer the topology of the tree T (note that in phylogenetics, topology refers to
the topology of the graph T with labels at the leaves). Phylogenetic invariants have been given
for some algebraic evolutionary models, namely the general Markov model [3] and group-based
models (Kimura models [17,18], and Jukes–Cantor model [16]).
In this paper, we deal with the Kimura 3-parameter model. As it was shown in [23], the Kimura
3-parameter model on a tree of n species is a toric variety in a suitable coordinate system (Fourier
coordinates). Sturmfels and Sullivant gave an algorithm to construct a set of generators of the
ideal of this variety for any number of species. For example, for four species a set of minimal
generators contains 8002 binomials of degrees 2, 3 and 4. In a previous paper, we proved that this
set of binomials can be successfully used for phylogenetic inference (see [5]). However, this is a
large number of generators if one considers that the codimension of the variety is 48. Moreover,
as the number of species increases, the codimension increases exponentially but the number
of generators given in [23] increases even more than exponentially. This makes phylogenetic
reconstruction methods based on this set of generators unfeasible for larger trees.
The main goal here is to prove that the points of biological interest are smooth points of the
algebraic variety and to provide the generators of a local complete intersection at these points.
To this end, we prove that this Kimura variety W is isomorphic to the quotient of a certain
affine space under the action of a finite group (Corollary 3.8). This result allows us to study the
singular locus of W and show that there are no singularities among the points with biological
meaning (Corollary 3.12). As a consequence, the variety we are interested in can be defined by
a local complete intersection at these points. In Section 4 we provide a recursive procedure for
obtaining a complete intersection that generates the variety W near these points (Theorem 4.5).
As an example, the whole list of these generators in the case of trees with 4 leaves is given
(Example 4.9).
In [22] the authors also provided a local complete intersection for the Kimura 3-parameter
model (they called it a complete collection of invariants). In their case the degree of the generators
increases exponentially on the number of leaves n and this makes it unfeasible to be used in
a phylogenetic reconstruction method for large n. Our set of generators for the local complete
intersection consists of binomials of degrees 2 and 4 for any number of leaves n and leads to some
hope for the generalization of the method given in [6] to arbitrary trees. It is worth mentioning
that Hagedorn [14] also realized that there exists an open set of the variety in which it is sufficient
to consider a local complete intersection (this is clear if one knows that the set of singular points
on a variety forms a Zariski closed subset). However, he did not specify the open subset nor the
set of generators.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the relation between algebraic
geometry and statistical evolutionary models for phylogenetic inference. In this section as well,
we recall the discrete Fourier transform (or Hadamard conjugation) introduced by Evans and
Speed (see [13]) as a linear change of coordinates which diagonalizes group-based models. Then
we introduce the algebraic varieties we are interested in and we set up notation used in the sequel.
Section 3 is devoted to the global study of the geometry of the Kimura variety and to determine its
singular points. In Section 4 we perform a local study of the variety at the biological meaningful
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2. Preliminaries
Let T be a tree (i.e. a connected undirected acyclic graph) of n leaves labelled as 1,2, . . . , n.
The degree of a node in T is defined as the number of edges incident to it. Nodes of degree
one are leaves L(T ), while the others are internal nodes N(T ). We assume that our trees are
trivalent, i.e. internal nodes have degree 3, and we call E(T ) the set of edges in T . An edge
in T is said to be terminal if it contains one leaf. We write el for the terminal edge ending at
leaf l, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It is easy to see that the number of internal nodes is |N(T )| = n − 2 and
the number of edges is |E(T )| = 2n − 3. By a path σ on T we mean a minimal subgraph of T
connecting two leaves. If we want to stress the set of edges in σ , we will write σ = {b1, . . . , bm}.
2.1. Algebraic evolutionary models
In phylogenetics, a tree T represents the ancestral relationships (edges) among a set of species
(nodes). The leaves L(T ) represent the current species whose phylogenetic history we wish
to deduce. The input data is an alignment of n sequences in the alphabet Σ := {A,C,G,T }
(representing nucleotides) of length N , and one wants to reconstruct the best tree to explain the
sequence data observed.
In order to explain the relationship between phylogenetic reconstruction and algebraic geom-
etry it is useful to assume for the moment that the tree is rooted. That is, the graph T is directed
and it has a unique node of valence 2 called the root of the tree with two edges emerging from it.
This assumption will be removed in Section 2.3.
From the biological standing point, the Kimura 3-parameter model is a stationary Markov
model of evolution. Kimura [18] proposed a statistical model of evolution under the following
assumptions: all sites in the n sequences evolve independently and according to the same process
(i.i.d.), the distribution of nucleotides at the root is uniform and the tree is stationary (and hence
all nodes of the tree have uniform distribution of nucleotides), the evolution of a species depends
only of the node immediately preceding it, mutations occur randomly and with strictly positive
probabilities, and transitions (mutations between purines A,T or between pyrimidines C,G)
occur more often than transversions (mutations between purines and pyrmidines). As all sites
evolve independently and in the same way, one restricts the model to one site. We describe here
an algebraic version of this model (see the books [21] and [2] for an introduction to the algebraic
versions of evolutionary models).
In DNA substitution models, to each node v of the tree T one associates a discrete random
variable Xv that takes values on Σ = {A,C,G,T }. The parameters of algebraic evolutionary
models are the probabilities of substitution of nucleotides along each edge. These parameters are
written in a matrix indexed by the alphabet elements Σ so that the matrix Se associated to the
edge e is
A C G T
Se =
A
C
G
⎛⎜⎝
P(A|A,e) P (C|A,e) P (G|A,e) P (T |A,e)
P (A|C,e) P (C|C,e) P (G|C,e) P (T |C,e)
P (A|G,e) P (C|G,e) P (G|G,e) P (T |G,e)
⎞⎟⎠
T P (A|T , e) P (C|T , e) P (G|T , e) P (T |T , e)
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s(e), mutates to nucleotide y at the descendant node t (e). Then the probability of observing
nucleotides x1 . . . xn at the leaves of the tree is given by a Markov process
px1...xn = 1/4
∑
{(xv)v∈N(T )|xv∈Σ}
∏
e∈E(T )
Sexs(e),xt (e) (2.1)
where we assume that if e = el is a terminal edge, then xt(e) = xl . In the Kimura 3-parameter
model the substitution matrices have the following form
Se =
⎛⎜⎝
ae be ce de
be ae de ce
ce de ae be
de ce be ae
⎞⎟⎠
where ae + be + ce + de = 1. This model includes the more restrictive models of Jukes and
Cantor (where be = ce = de [16]) and Kimura 2-parameter model (be = de [17])
In the algebraic geometry setting, the Kimura 3-parameter model is given by the polynomial
map
∏
e∈E(T )
3 → 4n−1
((
ae, be, ce, de
))
e∈E(T ) → (px1...xn)x1,...,xn∈Σn
where px1,...,xn is given by (2.1) and d denotes the standard d-dimensional simplex in Rd+1.
As we are interested in algebraic varieties, instead of restricting to the simplex, we also consider
this polynomial map as
∏
e∈E(T )
C
4 → C4n
((
ae, be, ce, de
))
e∈E(T ) → (px1...xn)x1,...,xn∈Σn.
One of the goals in phylogenetic algebraic geometry is determining the ideal of the closure of
the image of this polynomial map. Knowing the generators of this ideal provides tools for phy-
logenetic inference. See for example [5] and [11] where some of these methods for phylogenetic
inference have been proposed. In order to find the generators of this ideal, it is extremely useful
to perform a change of coordinates as we explain below.
2.2. Fourier transform
The models described above are known as group-based models because if the nucleotides are
thought of as the elements of the additive group
H = Z/(2)× Z/(2)
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stitution matrices Se can be expressed as functions of the group f e(h− g) (see [23] for details).
For the Kimura 3-parameter model, we define the substitution function f e by
f e(h) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ae if h = (0,0),
be if h = (1,0),
ce if h = (0,1),
de if h = (1,1).
As a consequence, probabilities px1...xn can also be thought of as functions on Hn = H ×· · · ×H . In what follows, when we add nucleotides, we mean addition in the group H .
One of the main properties of group-based models is that a discrete Fourier transform simpli-
fies the expression in the probabilities (2.1). We briefly recall how this Fourier transform works
and we refer to [23] and [6] for more details. Given a function f : H → C, its discrete Fourier
transform is the function fˆ : H∨ = Hom(H,C∗) → C defined by
fˆ (χ) =
∑
g∈H
χ(g)f (g).
The Fourier transform turns convolution into multiplication and this allows to simplify the ex-
pression of joint probabilities:
Theorem 2.1. (See Evans and Speed [13].) Let p(g1, . . . , gn) be the joint distribution of a group-
based model for a phylogenetic tree T , then its Fourier transform has the form
q(χ1, . . . , χn) =
∏
e∈E(T )
f̂ e
( ∏
l∈{leaves below e}
χl
)
. (2.2)
Since there is a non-canonical isomorphism between H and its dual H∨, we must make a choice
in order to identify the elements of H with those of H∨. In the sequel, we will identify each
nucleotide g ∈ H with the character χg ∈ H∨ defined as follows:
A C G T
χA 1 1 1 1
χC 1 −1 1 −1
χG 1 1 −1 −1
χT 1 −1 −1 1
Moreover, q(χ1, . . . , χn) will be denoted as qg1...gn . In the additive notation of the group H , one
can rewrite expression (2.2) as
qg1,...,gn =
∏
e∈E(T )
f̂ e
(
m(e)
)
where m(e) =∑ gl . The Fourier transform is a linear coordinate change given byl∈{leaves below e}
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∑
j1,...,jn
χg1(j1) · · ·χgn(jn)pj1...jn . (2.3)
In this new coordinate system, the Fourier transforms f̂ e of the substitution functions are
the new parameters of the model. For the Kimura 3-parameter model, these Fourier transforms
become
f̂ e(h) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ae + be + ce + de if h = (0,0),
ae − be + ce − de if h = (1,0),
ae + be − ce − de if h = (0,1),
ae − be − ce + de if h = (1,1).
As before, we think of these substitution functions as matrices. Therefore, the parameters in
Fourier coordinates are diagonal matrices
P e =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P eA 0 0 0
0 P eC 0 0
0 0 P eG 0
0 0 0 P eT
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
where P eA = ae + be + ce + de, P eC = ae − be + ce − de, P eG = ae + be − ce − de, P eT = ae −
be − ce + de.
From now on, P e will indistinctly denote this diagonal matrix or the vector (P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T )
and we shall deal only with Fourier coordinates. It is not difficult to see that if g1 + · · · + gn = 0,
then qg1...gn = 0 (cf. Proposition 29 of [23]). Therefore, the polynomial map we are interested in
is
ϕ :
∏
e∈E(T )
C
4 → C4n−1
(
P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T
)
e
→ (qx1...xn)x1,...,xn (2.4)
where x1 + · · · + xn = 0, qx1...xn =
∏
e∈E(T ) P em(e), and m(el) = xl if el ends at leaf l.
Notation 2.2. The image of the standard simplex d under the Fourier change of coordinates will
be denoted as d . For a picture of 3, see Fig. 3. Notice that the Fourier change of parameters
transforms the hyperplane ae + be + ce + de = 1 into P eA = 1, for all e ∈ E(T ). As we will
be interested in coordinates {qx1,...,xn}x1+···+xn=0, we will focus on the simplex 4
n−1−1
, which
coincides with the projection of the Fourier transform of the simplex 4n−1 onto this set of
coordinates. As before, note that the Fourier change of coordinates transforms the hyperplane∑
px1 ...xn
px1...xn = 1 into qA...A = 1.
2.3. Kimura variety
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we have assumed that the tree is rooted. However, in the Kimura 3-
parameter model the matrices Se are symmetric and therefore the parameterization (2.4) does
not depend on the orientation of the tree or the position of the root. One can even think of the
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Fig. 1. (a) The three edges e1v, e2v, e3v coincident at an interior node v ∈ N(T ). (b) The two trees obtained from T in the
proof of Lemma 2.4.
root as being one of the leaves and in this case the root is one of the observed variables. In what
follows we will consider unrooted trees. This is due to the issue of identifiability that induces
the use of unrooted trees for phylogenetic inference. Roughly speaking, the question addressed
by identifiability is whether observation data of character states at the leaves of the tree contain
enough information in order to uncover the topology and the parameters of the model. This
means that there precisely exists one topology and one set of parameters of the model that explain
the data. For rooted trees, the dimension of the fibers of ϕ is positive, so we should restrict to
unrooted trees to obtain discrete fibers. Indeed, we show in Corollary 3.11 that each fiber of ϕ has
cardinal  4n−2. However, among the pre-images there is just one biologically meaningful (in
the sense of Definition 2.11). The reformulation of the parameterization in Fourier coordinates
for unrooted trees is given by Lemma 2.4 below. Before stating it, we introduce some notation:
Notation 2.3. Given an interior node v ∈ N(T ), denote by e1v, e2v, e3v the three edges coincident
at v (see (a) in Fig. 1). Given three elements of the group xe1v , xe2v , xe3v ∈ H associated to these
edges, we define
x(v) := xe1v + xe2v + xe3v
as a sum in H .
Lemma 2.4. Let T be an (unrooted) tree with n leaves. Then the parameterization of the Kimura
3-parameter model in Fourier coordinates is given by
qx1...xn =
∏
e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T )
P exe , (2.5)
where x1 + · · · + xn = 0 and xel = xl if el is the terminal edge corresponding to the leaf l.
Proof. We have already seen that the parameterization for rooted trees is independent of the root
placement, so we root the tree T at leaf 1. Then we need to prove that∏
P exe =
∏
P em(e).e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T ) e∈E(T )
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Fig. 2. (a) The 3-leaf claw tree. (b) The 4-leaves trivalent unrooted tree.
In other words, we want to prove that the condition x(v) = 0 for all interior nodes v ∈ N(T ) is
equivalent to xe = m(e) for all edges e ∈ E(T ).
We first assume that for all interior nodes v, x(v) = 0. We proceed by induction on the number
of leaves of the tree. Let w be the only node next to the leaf 1 and let e1w (= e1) be the terminal
edge connecting 1 and w. Write T2 and T3 for the two connected components obtained when
removing e1 from T and adding w as a root (see (b) of Fig. 1). By induction hypotheses on
T2 and T3, we have xe2w = m(e2w), xe3w = m(e3w), and xe = m(e) for all edges e = e1. It remains
to check that x1 = m(e1). This follows using the hypothesis that x(w) = 0. Indeed, x(w) = 0
implies x1 = xe2w +xe3w , which in turn is equal to m(e2w)+m(e3w) and hence equal to x2 +· · ·+xn.
In order to prove the converse we assume that xe = m(e) for all edges e ∈ E(T ). By in-
duction hypothesis on the trees T2 and T3, the condition x(v) = 0 holds for all interior nodes
in T but w. We just need to show that xe1 + xe2w + xe3w = 0. Our hypothesis implies that
xe1 + xe2w + xe3w = m(e1)+m(e2w)+m(e3w), and this vanishes because m(e1) = m(e2w)+m(e3w)
by definition of m. 
Remark 2.5. In expression (2.5), the indices xe associated to edge e are completely determined
by condition x(v) = 0, ∀v ∈ N(T ). Indeed, as at the terminal edges el we have imposed xe = xl ,
the condition x(v) = 0 for those nodes that join a cherry to the tree determines the value xe at
the edge joining the cherry to the tree. Performing the same process from the exterior of the tree
to the interior, one assigns a unique value to every edge. Condition x1 + · · · + xn = 0 guarantees
that this assignment is consistent at all interior nodes.
Example 2.6. For the unrooted 3-leaf claw tree (Fig. 2(a)), the parameterization ϕ of (2.4) in
Fourier coordinates is given by
qx1x2x3 = P e1x1 P e2x2 P e3x3
if x1 + x2 + x3 = 0.
Example 2.7. For the unrooted tree with 4 leaves (see Fig. 2(b)) the parameterization in Fourier
coordinates is given by
qx1x2x3x4 = P e1x1 P e2x2 P ex1+x2P e3x3 P e4x4
if x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 0.
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ϕ :
∏
e∈E(T )
C
4 → C4n−1
(
P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T
)
e
→ (qx1...xn)x1+···+xn=0
where
qx1...xn =
∏
e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T )
P exe ,
and xel = xl if el is the terminal edge corresponding to leaf l. We will denote by Qn the following
set of indeterminates
Qn = {qx1...xn | x1 + · · · + xn = 0 in H }.
The affine coordinate ring A(V ) of V is isomorphic to the C-algebra
C
[{ ∏
e∈E(T )
x(v)=0,∀v∈N(T )
P exe
∣∣∣ xel = xl ∀l ∈ N(T )}
x1...xn∈Σ
]
,
because A(V ) is defined as the image of the morphism of C-algebras
θ : C[Qn] → C
[{
P ex
∣∣ e ∈ E(T ), x ∈ Σ}]
qx1...xn →
∏
e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T )
P exe (2.6)
where xel = xl for all l ∈ N(T ). The toric ideal defining V is the kernel of this morphism and we
denote it as IV . Sturmfels and Sullivant gave an algorithm to construct a set of generators of IV
in [23]. We note that as the map θ is homogeneous, V is actually a cone over a projective variety.
The variety we are interested in is V ∩{qA...A = 1} because the simplex in Fourier coordinates
is contained in the hyperplane qA...A = 1.
Definition 2.9. The Kimura variety of the phylogenetic tree T is
W := V ∩ {qA...A = 1}.
Lemma 2.10. The Kimura variety W is the closure of the image of the parameterization ϕ re-
stricted to
∏
e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1}).
Proof. Write ϕ1 for this restriction, and let ρ be the morphism of C-algebras defined as:
ρ : C[Qn] → C
[Qn \ {qA...A}]
f (qA...A, qA...CC, . . .) → f (1, qA...CC, . . .).
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A(W) = C[Qn]/
(
IV + (qA...A − 1)
) C[Qn \ {qA...A}]/(ρ(IV )).
On the other hand, note that ϕ1 induces a morphism of C-algebras
θ1 : C
[Qn \ {qA...A}]→ C[{P ex ∣∣ e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ \ {A}}]
so that the following diagram commutes
0 IV
ρ
C[Qn]
ρ
C[{P ex | e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ}]
ρ′
0 ρ(IV ) C[Qn \ {qA...A}] C[{P ex | e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ \ {A}}].
(2.7)
Here ρ′ sends P eA to 1 for each e ∈ E(T ) and is the identity on the other indeterminates. Write
X ⊂ C4n for the closure of the image of ϕ1. Then, the affine coordinate ring of X is A(X) =
C[Qn]/Ker(ρ′ ◦ θ). Since the above diagram commutes, we have that
ρ′ ◦ θ = θ1 ◦ ρ = ρ−1
(
ρ(IV )
)= IV + (qA...A − 1)
and X = W . 
2.4. Biologically meaningful points
Here, we introduce some notation and we give a biological interpretation of some points in
the varieties defined in Section 2.3. As above, let T be an unrooted phylogenetic tree with n
leaves and write E(T ) for the set of its edges. For any e ∈ E(T ), let 3 be the Fourier parameter
simplex associated to it (see Notation 2.2).
In order to define what are the biological interesting points in our variety we need some
previous work. Write 3=0 for the complement in 
3 of {PCPGPT = 0}. Then, 3=0 has four
connected components, each one of them being delimited by the centroid (1,0,0,0), one of the
vertices of 3 and the middle points of the edges incident in that vertex (see Fig. 3).
We write
Bio ⊂
∏
e∈E(T )
3=0
for the subset defined by the following condition
(†) for any path σ = {b1, . . . , br} between any two leaves in T , all the diagonal entries of the
matrix
∏r
P bi are positive.i=1
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having non-negative Fourier coordinates.
The reader may notice that in terms of the substitution probabilities relative to the edges of T , the
condition (†) means that the substitution matrix S =∏ri=1 Sbi of the total evolutionary process
between them,
S =
⎛⎜⎝
a b c d
b a d c
c d a b
d c b a
⎞⎟⎠
satisfies that the probability of no mutation a plus the probability of any substitution (b, c or d) is
bigger or equal than 1/2. This is a natural hypothesis in phylogenetic reconstruction. Therefore
we make the following definition.
Definition 2.11. The points in Bio are the biological meaningful parameters of the model.
We also write
ϕ+ : Bio → W(
P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T
)
e
→ (qx1...xn)x1,...,xn
for the restriction of ϕ in (2.4) to these parameters. The following lemma shows that its image is
contained in W+ := W ∩+, where
+ =
{
q ∈4n−1−1
∣∣∣ qx1...xn > 0, ∑
i
xi = 0
}
.
Lemma 2.12. The image of the above map ϕ+ is contained in W+ = W ∩+.
Proof. We use induction on the number of leaves n. For n = 3 and if e1, e2, e3 denote the three
edges of the tree (see (a) of Fig. 2), the condition (†) implies that for any base x ∈ {C,G,T }, the
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signs of the corresponding entries of the matrices are equal, i.e. sg(P e1x ) = sg(P e2x ) = sg(P e3x ),
where sg(α) = 1 if α is positive and −1 if α is negative. Then, it is immediate to check that
qx1,x2,x1+x2 = P e1x1 P e2x2 P e3x1+x2 > 0.
Now we prove the general case. Let Tn be a tree with n leaves. By reordering the leaves if
necessary, we may assume that the couple of leaves {vn−1, vn} form a cherry, i.e. their ter-
minal edges are linked to the same node in Tn, say m (see Fig. 4). Define a new tree Tn−1
with leaves L(Tn−1) = L(T ) ∪ {m} − {vn−1, vn}, interior nodes N(Tn−1) = N(T ) − {m} and
edges E(Tn−1) = E(T ) − {en−1, en}, where en−1, en are the edges containing m and the nodes
vn−1 and vn, respectively. Write e0 for the terminal edge of m in Tn−1. By condition (†), we
have that ε := sg(P en−1C ) = sg(P enC ) and δ := sg(P en−1G ) = sg(P enG ). Then, we have also that
εδ = sg(P en−1T ) = sg(P enT ). Write D for the diagonal matrix D = diag(1, ε, δ, εδ) and define
transition matrices Se for Tn−1 by taking the same parameters as in Tn for any edge e = e0 but
for e0, where we take Se0 = P e0D. Notice that the tree Tn−1 still satisfies the condition (†), so
we may apply the induction hypothesis. Thus, if x1 + · · · + xn−1 = 0, we have that
qx1,...,xn−1 = Se0xn−1
∏
e =e0
P ex > 0.
Now, back to the tree Tn, if x1 + · · · + xn = 0, we can write
qx1,...,xn =
( ∏
e =e0,en−1,en
P ex P
e0
xn−1+xn
)
P enxn P
en−1
xn−1
=
( ∏
e =e0,en−1,en
P ex P
e0
xn−1+xnD
)(
DPenxn P
en−1
xn−1
)
.
The first factor equals
∏
e∈E(Tn−1) S
e
x , and it is positive by the induction hypothesis. The positivity
of the second one is easily checked as in the n = 3 case. The claim follows. 
This lemma motivates the following definition.
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model.
From Corollary 3.9 it will follow that W+ coincides with the image of ϕ+.
3. The geometry of Kimura 3-parameter model
Let V ⊂ C4n be the affine variety associated to a tree T of n leaves, as defined above. In this
section we are going to determine the singular points of the Kimura variety W = V ∩{qA...A = 1}.
To this aim, we will first prove that V is isomorphic to the quotient of (C4)2n−3 by the action of
a certain abelian group.
In order to simplify notation, we briefly recall the notion of multigrading and refer to Chap-
ter 8 of [19] for a nice introduction to multigraded polynomial rings (we also refer to [19] for
the correspondence between toric varieties and quotients, although we need little preliminary
knowledge in this subject for the results of this section).
Notation 3.1. Let M be a monomial in S = C[{P ex | e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ}]. Then, M has the
form M =∏e∈E(T )(P e)i(e) where i(e) = (i(e)A, i(e)C, i(e)G, i(e)T ) and(
P e
)i(e) = ∏
x∈Σ
(
P ex
)i(e)x .
We call deg(i(e)) = i(e)A + i(e)C + i(e)G + i(e)T . Each indeterminate in S has a natural multi-
degree in Z|E(T )| defined as
deg
(
P ex
)= (0, . . . ,0, e)1,0, . . . ,0) for any x ∈ Σ.
Given a monomial M ∈ S as above, we call deg(M) := (deg(i(e)))e∈E(T ). Note that the image of
θ of (2.6) is generated by monomials of degree (1, . . . ,1), so that they are multi-homogeneous
with respect to the given grading.
Notation 3.2. From now on, Z/(2) means additive group whereas Z2 means multiplicative group.
3.1. The 3-leaves case
We start by studying the case n = 3 (see Example 2.6 and Fig. 2(a)). We call V3 the corre-
sponding affine variety in C16. The parameterization ϕ in this case is
ϕ : C12 → C16((
P
e1
A ,P
e1
C ,P
e1
G ,P
e1
T
)
,
(
P
e2
A ,P
e2
C ,P
e2
G ,P
e2
T
)
,
(
P
e3
A ,P
e3
C ,P
e3
G ,P
e3
T
)) → (P e1x P e2y P e3z ){x+y+z=0|x,y,z∈Σ}
In the next result we prove that V3 is an affine categorical quotient [19, Chapter 10].
Proposition 3.3. V3 is isomorphic to the affine categorical quotient C12//G where the group
G = {(λ1, λ2, λ3, ε, δ) ∣∣ λi ∈ C∗, (ε, δ) ∈ Z2 × Z2, λ1λ2λ3 = 1} (C∗)2 × Z2 × Z2
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λ1
(
P
e1
A , εP
e1
C , δP
e1
G , εδP
e1
T
)
, λ2
(
P
e2
A , εP
e2
C , δP
e2
G , εδP
e2
T
)
, λ3
(
P
e3
A , εP
e3
C , δP
e3
G , εδP
e3
T
))
.
Remark 3.4. Write 3+ = {P e ∈3 | P eC,P eG,P eT > 0}. It is worth pointing out that the action
of Z2 × Z2 on 3:(
g,P e
)= ((ε, δ), (1,P eC,P eG,P eT )) → (1, εP eC, δP eG, εδP eT )
is just the reflection relative to some of the axis going through the centroid of3. Namely, the ac-
tions of g1 = (−1,1), g2 = (1,−1) and g3 = (−1,−1) are the reflections relative to the PG-axis,
the PC -axis and the PT -axis, respectively. Thus, if we write x,y = {P ∈3 | P ex ,P ey < 0} for
any x, y ∈ Σ , then g1(3+) =C,T , g2(3+) =G,T and g3(3+) =C,G. From the expression
of the parameters P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T in terms of the probabilities ae, be, ce, de (see Section 2.2),
it is easy to see that the reflections above correspond to the following permutations between the
probabilities:
g0 = (1,1) : Identity,
g1 = (−1,1) : ae ↔ be, ce ↔ de,
g2 = (1,−1) : ae ↔ ce, be ↔ de,
g3 = (−1,−1) : ae ↔ de, be ↔ ce.
In order to prove Proposition 3.3, we need a technical lemma that we state separately for
future reference.
Lemma 3.5. Let i = (iA, iC, iG, iT ), j = (jA, jC, jG, jT ), k = (kA, kC, kG, kT ) be 4-tuples in N4.
Then the set of indices (i, j,k) that satisfy⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
iA + iC + iG + iT = 1,
jA + jC + jG + jT = 1,
kA + kC + kG + kT = 1,
iC + iT + jC + jT + kC + kT = 0 in Z/(2),
iG + iT + jG + jT + kG + kT = 0 in Z/(2)
(3.1)
is equal to{
(i, j,k) ∣∣ ix = 1, jy = 1, kz = 1, deg(i) = deg(j) = deg(k) = 1, x + y + z = 0 in H}.
Proof. Let (i, j,k) satisfy (3.1). The first three equations imply that for each index, there is just
one letter in Σ such that the corresponding entry is non-zero, and in fact, equal to one. We
write ix = 1, jy = 1, kz = 1. As in the first section we think of the letters in Σ as elements in
Z/(2)× Z/(2): A = (0,0), C = (1,0), G = (0,1), T = (1,1). We call
IAC = iA + iC, ICT = iC + iT , IGT = iG + iT ,
JAC = jA + jC, JCT = jC + jT , JGT = jG + jT ,
K = k + k , K = k + k , K = k + k .AC A C CT C T GT G T
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tively kz = 1) if and only if y = (JCT , JGT ) (respectively z = (KCT ,KGT )) in Z/(2) × Z/(2).
The last two equations in (3.1) can be written as{
ICT + JCT +KCT = 0 in Z/(2),
IGT + JGT +KGT = 0 in Z/(2).
They imply that x + y + z = 0 in Z/(2)× Z/(2).
As for the other inclusion, if (i, j,k) are three 4-tuples in N4 of degree 1 (deg(i) = deg(j) =
deg(k) = 1) whose non-vanishing indices ix = 1, jy = 1, jz = 1 satisfy x + y + z = 0. Then
the first three equations in (3.1) are clearly satisfied. The last two equations also hold because
(iC + iT , iG + iT ) = x, (jC + jT , jG + jT ) = y, (kC + kT , kG + kT ) = z and x + y + z = 0 in
Z/(2)× Z/(2). 
We prove the proposition above.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Recall that C12//G is defined as Spec(SG), the spectrum of the ring
of invariants SG where S = C[P e1A , . . . ,P e1T ,P e2A , . . . ,P e2T ,P e3A , . . . P e3T ]. This ring is generated
as a C-algebra by those monomials invariant by the action of G.
Monomials in S are of the form (P e1)i(P e2)j(P e3)k where i, j,k are sets of natural
numbers i = (iA, iC, iG, iT ), j = (jA, jC, jG, jT ), k = (kA, kC, kG, kT ) and (P e1)i means
(P
e1
A )
iA(P
e1
C )
iC (P
e1
G )
iG(P
e1
T )
iT
. A monomial is invariant under the action of G if and only if
for any (λ1, λ2, λ3, σ = (ε, δ)) in G we have
λ
iA+···+iT
1 λ
jA+···+jT
2 λ
kA+···+kT
3 ε
iC+iT +jC+jT +kC+kT δiG+iT +jG+jT +kG+kT = 1.
This happens if and only if{
iA + · · · + iT = jA + · · · + jT = kA + · · · + kT ,
iC + iT + jC + jT + kC + kT = 0 in Z2,
iG + iT + jG + jT + kG + kT = 0 in Z2.
Therefore SG is minimally generated as a C-algebra by those monomials (P e1)i(P e2)j(P e3)k
that satisfy ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
iA + iC + iG + iT = 1,
jA + jC + jG + jT = 1,
kA + kC + kG + kT = 1,
iC + iT + jC + jT + kC + kT = 0 in Z2,
iG + iT + jG + jT + kG + kT = 0 in Z2.
By the lemma following this proof, this set of monomials is precisely{
P e1x P
e2
y P
e3
z
∣∣ x + y + z = 0 in Z/(2)× Z/(2)}.
Therefore SG is the finitely generated C-algebra
C
[{
P e1x P
e2
y P
e3
z
∣∣ x + y + z = 0 in Z/(2)× Z/(2)}]
which is isomorphic to the affine coordinate ring of V . 
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Now we generalize Proposition 3.3 to trees with an arbitrary number n of leaves. Recall that
the number of edges in such a tree is 2n− 3. Let
G ⊂ (C∗ × Z2 × Z2)2n−3
be defined as the subset composed of the elements (λe, εe, δe)e∈E(T ) such that∏
e∈E(T )
λe = 1
and satisfying the following condition
(∗) for any path σ = {s1, . . . , sr } between two leaves in T , ∏ri=1 εsi = 1 and ∏ri=1 δsi = 1.
It is immediate to see that the natural product induces a group structure in G. Moreover, we have
Lemma 3.6. The group G is isomorphic to (C∗)2n−4 × (Z2 × Z2)n−2.
Proof. For any interior node v of T , let e1v, e2v, e3v be the edges incident at v, and write ε(v) =
{εe, δe}e∈E(T ) by taking εe1v = εe2v = εe3v = −1, εe = 1 for the remaining edges. Similarly, we
define δ(v). Let e0 ∈ E(T ) and take the ring homomorphism
ψ : (C∗)|E(T )|−1 × (Z2 × Z2)|N(T )| → (C∗ × Z2 × Z2)2n−3
defined by mapping ((μe)e =e0 , (ε(v), δ(v))v∈N(T )) to (λe, εe, δe)e∈E(T ), where λe = μe if
e = e0, λe0 = (
∏
e =e0 λe)
−1 and εe = ∏v∈e ε(v), δe = ∏v∈e δ(v). The image of ψ is G and
it is easy to check that ψ is a monomorphism. The claim follows. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a tree with n leaves and let G be the group defined above. Let G act on∏
e∈E(T ) C4 by sending (P eA,P
e
C,P
e
G,P
e
T )e∈E(T ) to(
λe
(
P eA, εeP
e
C, δeP
e
G, εeδeP
e
T
))
e∈E(T ).
Then V is isomorphic to (C4)2n−3//G.
Proof. We need to check that the affine coordinate rings of V and (C4)2n−4//G are isomor-
phic. If S is the algebra S = C[{P ex | e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ}], we need to check that the ring of
invariants SG is isomorphic to
C
[{ ∏
P exe
∣∣∣ xl ∈ Σ, xel = xl ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , n}}].
e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T )
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M =
∏
e∈E(T )
(
P e
)i(e)
,
with the notation introduced in 3.1. This monomial is invariant by the action of G if and only if
for any (λe, εe, δe)e∈E(T ) ∈ G we have
1 =
∏
e∈E(T )
λ
deg(i(e))
e
∏
e∈E(T )
εi(e)C+i(e)Te
∏
e∈E(T )
δi(e)G+i(e)Te . (3.2)
As
∏
e∈E(T ) λe = 1, Eq. (3.2) implies deg(i(e)) = deg(i(e′)) for all e, e′ ∈ E(T ) (in the language
of the previous section, this means that M is multi-homogeneous). Therefore the algebra SG is
generated by monomials that satisfy deg(i(e)) = 1 for all edges e ∈ E(T ). We assume from now
on that M satisfies this condition.
Let v be an interior node of T , and let e1v, e2v, e3v be the edges incident at v. If we take εe1v =
εe2v
= εe3v = −1 (respectively δe1v = δe2v = δe3v = −1) and εe = 1 (respectively δe = 1) for the
remaining edges, condition (∗) is satisfied. For this particular choice, Eq. (3.2) implies{
i(e1v)C + i(e1v)T + i(e2v)C + i(e2v)T + i(e3v)C + i(e3v)T = 0 in Z/(2),
i(e1v)G + i(e1v)T + i(e2v)G + i(e2v)T + i(e3v)G + i(e3v)T = 0 in Z/(2).
Lemma 3.5 tells us that M =∏e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T ) P exe .
We need to prove the converse: if M =∏e∈E(T ), x(v)=0∀v∈N(T ) P exe for some given x1, . . . , xn,
we shall check that it is invariant by the action of G. In other words, if {ie}e∈E(T ) denotes the
set of exponents in M , we are going to check that Eq. (3.2) holds. By Lemma 3.5, condition
xe1v
+ xe2v + xe3v = 0 is equivalent to
i
(
e1v
)
C
+ i(e1v)T + i(e2v)C + i(e2v)T + i(e3v)C + i(e3v)T = 0 in Z/(2),
i
(
e1v
)
G
+ i(e1v)T + i(e2v)G + i(e2v)T + i(e3v)G + i(e3v)T = 0 in Z/(2). (3.3)
Claim. If condition (3.3) holds for any v ∈ N(T ), the sets γCT = {e ∈ E(T ) | i(e)C + i(e)T = 1}
and γGT = {e ∈ E(T ) | i(e)G + i(e)T = 1} are unions of disjoint paths between leaves of T .
Proof. If xi = A for all leaves, then the set of conditions xe1v + xe2v + xe3v = 0 lead to xe = A for
all e ∈ E(T ), so there is nothing to prove in this case. We assume that there is a leaf l such that
xl = A and we assume that xl ∈ {C,T } (if xl ∈ {G,T } we proceed analogously). Then el belongs
to γCT .
Let v be the interior node connecting the edge el to the rest of the tree. As el is one of the edges
intersecting at v, condition i(e1v)C + i(e1v)T + i(e2v)C + i(e2v)T + i(e3v)C + i(e3v)T = 0 in Z/(2)
implies that one of the other two edges emerging from v also belongs to γCT . We call this edge
evw and w is the other extreme of the edge. Then for w condition i(e1w)C + i(e1w)T + i(e2w)C +
i(e2w)T + i(e3w)C + i(e3w)T = 0 in Z/(2) again implies that one of the other two edges emerging
from w belongs to γCT . We repeat this process until we end at another leaf of T . We note that
any two paths obtained this way are disjoint because an interior node cannot have three edges
in γCT . Therefore the claim is proved. 
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group G are defined by the condition (∗). 
Corollary 3.8. The coordinate ring of the Kimura variety W = V ∩ {qA...A = 1} is isomorphic
to S′G′ where
S′ = C[{P ex ∣∣ e ∈ E(T ) and x ∈ Σ \ {A}}]
and G′ = (Z2 ×Z2)n−2 acts as a subgroup of the group G defined in Theorem 3.7. Equivalently,
W is the affine categorical quotient of ∏e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1}) modulo G′,∏
e∈E(T )
(
C
4 ∩ {P eA = 1})//G′.
Proof. Using diagram (2.7) we see that A(W) is isomorphic to ρ(A(V )). By Theorem 3.7, we
know that A(V )  SG and it is enough to prove ρ(SG) = S′G′ .
We first prove ρ(SG) ⊆ S′G′ . Let M((P eA,P eC,P eG,P eT )e∈E(T )) be a monomial in SG.
Then ρ(M) = M((1,P eC,P eG,P eT )e∈E(T )). Let g′ = (εe, δe)e∈E(T ) be an element in G′. We
have that the action of g in ρ(M) is g · ρ(M) = M((1, εeP eC, δeP eG, εeδeP eT )e∈E(T )). Take
g = (1, εe, δe)e∈E(T ), which is an element of G, and notice that
g ·M = g′ · ρ(M).
As M is invariant by the action of G, it is also invariant by this element g′. Hence g · ρ(M) =
ρ(M).
In order to prove the other inclusion we will use the multigrading notation introduced in 3.1.
Let M((P eC,P
e
G,P
e
T )e∈E(T )) =
∏
e∈E(T )(P e)i(e) be a monomial in S′G
′
. As S′ is a subring
of S, there is also a multidegree associated to M , namely deg(M) = (deg(i(e)))e∈E(T ). Now
we make M multi-homogeneous: let D be equal to maxe∈E(T ) deg(i(e)) and consider the mono-
mial N :=∏e∈E(T )(P eA)d−deg(i(e))M . Then N is a monomial in S invariant by the action of G
because M was invariant by G′ and N is multi-homogeneous (so that Eq. (3.2) holds). Moreover
ρ(N) = M and we are done. 
Corollary 3.9. The Kimura variety W is the geometric quotient∏
e∈E(T )
(
C
4 ∩ {P eA = 1})/G′
and coincides with the image of ϕ(∏e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1})) (cf. Lemma 2.10).
Proof. By Corollary 3.8, the variety W is the categorical quotient defined by Spec(S′)G′ . As G′
is a finite group, the orbits of G′ are closed and this categorial quotient is precisely the geo-
metric quotient
∏
e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1})/G′ and therefore, it coincides with the image of∏
(C4 ∩ {P e = 1}) by ϕ (see Example 6.1 of [10]). e∈E(T ) A
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∏
e∈E(T )3+) = W+.
This implies that ϕ+(Bio) = W+. Indeed, in Lemma 2.12 we proved that ϕ+(Bio) ⊆ W+, so we
have the following inclusions:
ϕ+(Bio) ⊆ W+ ⊆ ϕ+
( ∏
e∈E(T )
3+
)
⊆ ϕ+(Bio)
that become all equalities. This fact justifies the name biologically meaningful points given to
the points of W+. Other consequences of this corollary are:
Corollary 3.10. The Kimura variety W ⊂ C4n−1 has dimension 3(2n − 3) and codimension
4n−1 − 6n+ 9.
Corollary 3.11. Let q be a point in the Kimura variety W . Then∣∣ϕ−1(q)∣∣ 4n−2
and the equality holds for generic points. The same holds for q ∈ WR = ϕ((R3)2n−3) or q ∈
W = ϕ((3)2n−3).
Proof. By Corollary 3.9, W is the image of ϕ in the commutative diagram
∏
e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1})
ϕ
π
W
∼=∏
e∈E(T )(C4 ∩ {P eA = 1})/G′.
It follows that if q ∈ W , ϕ−1(q) consists of one point (1,P eC,P eG,P eT )e∈E(T ) and its images
under the action of G′. Since |G′| = 4n−2, the claim follows. Moreover, the image of a point
in R3 (respectively 3) under the action of G′ stays in R3 (respectively 3). 
The following result tells us that if q ∈ W+, then q is non-singular and |ϕ−1(q)| = 4n−2.
Corollary 3.12. If p = (P (e))e∈E(T ) ∈∏3, the point q = ϕ(p) is singular if and only if there
is some e ∈ E(T ) such that
P (e) ∈ {PC-axis} ∪ {PG-axis} ∪ {PT -axis}.
In particular, no point with biological meaning is singular.
Proof. The singular points on W are the points {q ∈ W | |ϕ−1(q)| < 4n−2}, i.e. those points for
which at least one of theirs are invariant by the action of some g ∈ G′. By Remark 3.4, we know
that these are precisely the points lying on an axis P ex = 0 for some e ∈ E(T ) and some x = A.
As a consequence, the points in W+ = ϕ(Bio) are non-singular. 
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Given a tree with n leaves, the main purpose of this section is to describe a procedure to
determine a local complete intersection equal to the variety W = Wn in the open set +.
Notation 4.1. For every n ∈ N, we will write c(n) = 4n−1 − 6n + 9. Note that in virtue of
Corollary 3.10, c(n) is the codimension of Wn.
In Corollary 3.12 we have seen that the points of (Wn)+ are non-singular. Since any regular
local ring is a complete intersection, the variety Wn is a local complete intersection at these
points, i.e. the ideal IW can be generated by c(n) polynomials in a neighborhood of these points
or more precisely, a minimal system of generators for the localization of IW in these points
consists of c(n) = 4n−1 − 6n+ 9 elements.
The following lemma provides a minimal system of generators for this ideal in case the tree T
has n = 3 leaves.
Proposition 4.2. Let T be a tree with 3 leaves and let W3 ⊂ C16 be the model associated to it.
Then, the set of quartics
h1 = qAAAqAT T qTCGqTGC − qACCqAGGqTAT qT TA,
h2 = qCCAqCTGqTAT qTGC − qCACqCGT qTCGqT TA,
h3 = qAGGqAT T qCACqCCA − qAAAqACCqCGT qCTG,
h4 = qACCqAT T qGAGqGGA − qAAAqAGGqGCT qGTC,
h5 = qCACqCTGqGCT qGGA − qCCAqCGT qGAGqGTC,
h6 = qGGAqGTCqTAT qTCG − qGAGqGCT qTGCqT TA
together with the equation h = qAAA − 1 is a local minimal system of generators for the ideal
of W3 at the points of (W3)+. Namely, {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h} generate the ideal IW3 in the
local ring OW,q , for any q ∈ (W3)+.
Remark 4.3. It is worth pointing out that the minimal system of generators given in Proposi-
tion 4.2 does not depend on the point q ∈ (W3)+. In the same way, the local complete intersection
we will construct for an arbitrary tree of n leaves will be the same for all points in (Wn)+.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let W ′ ⊂ C16 be the variety defined by the zero set of the ideal
(h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h) and let q ∈ (W3)+. Let Jacq(W ′) be the jacobian matrix of W ′ at q:
qAAA qACC qAGG qAT T qCAC qCCA qCGT qCTG qGAG qGCT qGGA qGTC qTAT qT CG qTGC qT TA
h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
h 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(h1, qAAA) = qAT T qTCGqTGC, (h1, qACC) = −qAGGqTAT qT TA,
(h1, qAGG) = −qACCqTAT qT TA, (h1, qAT T ) = qAAAqTCGqTGC,
(h1, qTAT ) = −qACCqAGGqT TA, (h1, qT CG) = qAAAqAT T qTGC,
(h1, qTGC) = qAAAqAT T qTCG, (h1, qT TA) = −qACCqAGGqTAT ,
(h2, qCAC) = −qCGT qTCGqT TA, (h2, qCCA) = qCTGqTAT qTGC,
(h2, qCGT ) = −qCACqTCGqT TA, (h2, qCTG) = qCCAqTAT qTGC,
(h2, qTAT ) = qCCAqCTGqTGC, (h2, qT CG) = −qCACqCGT qT TA,
(h2, qTGC) = qCCAqCTGqTAT , (h2, qT TA) = −qCACqCGT qTCG,
(h3, qAAA) = −qACCqCGT qCTG, (h3, qACC) = −qAAAqCGT qCTG,
(h3, qAGG) = qAT T qCACqCCA, (h3, qAT T ) = qAGGqCACqCCA,
(h3, qCAC) = qAGGqAT T qCCA, (h3, qCCA) = qAGGqAT T qCCA,
(h3, qCGT ) = −qAAAqACCqCTG, (h3, qCTG) = −qAAAqACCqCGT ,
(h4, qAAA) = −qAGGqGCT qGTC, (h4, qACC) = qAT T qGAGqGGA,
(h4, qAGG) = −qAAAqGCT qGTC, (h4, qAT T ) = qACCqGAGqGGA,
(h4, qGAG) = qACCqAT T qGGA, (h4, qGCT ) = −qAAAqAGGqGTC,
(h4, qGGA) = qACCqAT T qGAG, (h4, qGTC) = −qAAAqAGGqGCT ,
(h5, qCAC) = qCTGqGCT qGGA, (h5, qCCA) = −qCGT qGAGqGTC,
(h5, qCGT ) = −qCCAqGAGqGTC, (h5, qCTG) = qCACqGCT qGGA,
(h5, qGAG) = −qCCAqCGT qGTC, (h5, qGCT ) = qCACqCTGqGGA,
(h5, qGGA) = qCACqCTGqGCT , (h5, qGTC) = −qCCAqCGT qGAG,
(h6, qGAG) = −qGCT qTGCqT TA, (h6, qGCT ) = −qGAGqTGCqT TA,
(h6, qGGA) = qGTCqTAT qTCG, (h6, qGTC) = qGGAqTAT qTCG,
(h6, qTAT ) = qGGAqGTCqTCG, (h6, qT CG) = qGGAqGTCqTAT ,
(h6, qTGC) = −qGAGqGCT qT TA, (h6, qT TA) = −qGAGqGCT qTGC.
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that the determinant of the (6 × 6)-matrix obtained from Jacq(W ′) by removing the last row and
keeping the columns indexed by qACC , qAT T , qCAC , qCTG, qTAT , qTCG equals
2qGAGqGCT q3GGAqGTC
(
qAAAqAGGq
2
AT T qCACq
2
CCAqCTGqTAT qTCGq
2
TGC
+ q2AAAqACCqAT T qCCAqCGT q2CTGqTAT qTCGq2TGC
+ qACCq2AGGqAT T qCACq2CCAqCTGq2TAT qTGCqT TA
+ qAAAq2ACCqAGGqCCAqCGT q2CTGq2TAT qTGCqT TA
+ qAAAqAGGq2AT T q2CACqCCAqCGT q2T CGqTGCqT TA
+ q2AAAqACCqAT T qCACq2CGT qCTGq2T CGqTGCqT TA
+ qACCq2AGGqAT T q2CACqCCAqCGT qTAT qTCGq2T TA
+ qAAAq2ACCqAGGqCACq2CGT qCTGqTAT qTCGq2T TA
)
which is clearly positive in +. Therefore, rk(Jacq(W ′)) = 7 and so, q is a non-singular point of
W ′ and W ′ is a local complete intersection at q . Therefore, W ′ ⊂ C16 is a subvariety of dimension
9 containing W3, which has also dimension 9 and is non-singular at q . It follows that W ′ and W3
coincide in a neighborhood of q and we are done. 
Remark 4.4. For future reference, it is worth noting that the matrix J ′ obtained from Jacq(W ′)
by removing the columns qAAA,qCCA,qGGA,qT TA and the last row has maximal rank equal
to 6.
Next, we want to describe a procedure to give a minimal system of generators for the
ideal of Wn around any point q ∈ (Wn)+. Some of these generators are determined recursively
from subtrees of T , while the remaining are easily inferred from some matrices to be defined
later.
First we describe how these generators are to be constructed by induction on the number
of leaves. Then, we will prove that the whole set of these polynomials generate a complete
intersection which equals the variety Wn in a neighborhood of any q ∈ (Wn)+. The generators
of this local complete intersection ideal will not depend on the point q , as we pointed out in
Remark 4.3.
As above, write R = C[Qn] for the ring of polynomials in the unknowns Qn. Following the
idea of Chang [9], write v1, . . . , vn for the leaves of T . By reordering the leaves, we may assume
that vn−1 and vn form a cherry, so that they are joined to the same node m. We will write e0 for
the edge incident to m not containing vn−1 nor vn.
4.1. Generators from subtrees of T
As we did in the proof of Lemma 2.12, take the tree T ′ obtained from T be removing the
leaves vn−1 and vn (see Fig. 4). In virtue of Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10, the variety Wn−1 associated
to T ′ is the image of the polynomial map in (2.4)
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(
C
3)2n−5 → C4n−2
and has dimension 3(2n− 5).
Assume that we have constructed a local complete intersection {g1, . . . , gc(n−1)} at the points
of (Wn−1)+ (equivalently, {g1, . . . , gc(n−1)} generate the localization of the ideal IT ′ at the points
of (Wn−1)+). The map in−1 : Qn−1 → Qn defined by qx1...xn−1 → qx1...xn−1A induces a ring ho-
momorphism
ψn−1 : C[Qn−1] → R.
Write
J (n− 1) = {f (n−1)1 , . . . , f (n−1)c(n−1)}⊂ R
for the set of polynomials being the image by ψn−1 of the generators {gi}.
Analogously, let T ′′ be the tree with 3 leaves determined by the vertices v1, vn−1 and vn. The
variety W3 ⊂ C16 is the image of
ϕ3 :
(
C
4)3 → C16
and has dimension 9. A complete system of generators {h1, . . . , h6} of the ideal IT ′′ ⊂ C[Q3] is
given by Lemma 4.2. As above, the map j3 : Q3 → Qn defined by qxyz → qxA...Ayz induces a
ring homomorphism
ψ3 : C[Q3] → R.
Write
J (3) = {f (3)1 , . . . , f (3)6 }⊂ R
for the set of polynomials being the image by ψ3 of {h1, . . . , h6}.
Beside these polynomials, we still need to construct an extra set of polynomials coming from
the split of the edge of degree 2.
4.2. Generators from the edge e0
Now, for each letter z ∈ Σ , write M(z) for the (4 × 4n−3)-matrix with rows indexed by
the couples {xy | x + y = z}, columns indexed by {x1 . . . xn−2 | ∑n−2i=1 xi = z} and whose
(xy, x1 . . . xn−2)-entry is precisely qx1...xn−2xy :
x1 . . . xn−2
M(z) = xy
⎛⎜⎝
. . .
...
. . .
· · · qx1...xn−2xy · · ·
. . .
...
. . .
⎞⎟⎠ .
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we obtain polynomials F (z)i ∈ R of the form
qx1...xn−2xyqzA...AzA − qx1...xn−2zAqzA...Axy = 0 (4.1)
for i = 1, . . . ,3(4n−3 − 1). We get a total of 12(4n−3 − 1) polynomials. For each letter z ∈ Σ ,
write K(z) = {F (z)i } for this set of polynomials and
K =
⋃
z∈Σ
K(z).
Theorem 4.5. At each point q ∈ (Wn)+, the ideal generated by the set
J (3)∪ J (n− 1)∪K
together with the equation qA...A = 1 is a local complete intersection that defines the Kimura
variety Wn in a neighborhood of q .
Remark 4.6. Notice that the polynomials in K have degree 2 and those in J (3) have degree 4.
Since the polynomials in J (n−1) are computed from a subtree of T with n−1 leaves, it follows
that there are only quadrics and quartics in the above set of generators.
Proof. First of all, direct computation shows that the number of polynomials being considered
equals the codimension of the variety W , i.e.
∣∣J (3)∣∣+ ∣∣J (n− 1)∣∣+ |K| + 1
= 6 + (4n−2 − 6(n− 1)+ 8)+ 12(4n−3 − 1)+ 1 = 4n−1 − 6n+ 9.
By [23] we know that the ideal ℘ = (qA...A − 1, J (3), J (n − 1),K) is contained in IWn and so,
Wn is contained in the variety W ′ defined by ℘. We claim that q is non-singular in W ′. From this,
we deduce that W ′ is a local complete intersection at q , and as we did in the proof of Lemma 4.2,
we conclude that it is equal to Wn in a neighborhood of q .
Now we prove that q is a smooth point of W ′. Write Q0 = {qAA...AAA, qCA...ACA, qGA...AGA,
qTA...AT A}, and notice that
Q0 = j3(Q3)∩ in−1(Qn−1).
By reordering the rows and columns if necessary, we may assume that the jacobian matrix of W ′
at q has the form
Jacq(W ′) =
(
B 0 0
∗ J ′ 0
∗ ∗ D
)
where the (c(n − 1) × 4n−2)-matrix B equals the jacobian matrix Jacqn−1(Wn−1), J ′ is the
(6 × 12)-matrix of Remark 4.4. In this way, the columns of the submatrix B are indexed by the
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Similarly, the columns of J ′ are indexed by j3(Q3 \ {qAAA,qCCA,qGGA,qT TA}) while the rows
are indexed by J (3). The columns of the matrix D are indexed by the remaining unknowns while
its rows are indexed by K . Each of these equations has the form (4.1) and so, its partial deriv-
ative relative to the unknown qx1...xn−2xy is equal to qzA...zA. Therefore, by reordering rows and
columns if necessary we may assume that the matrix D is a diagonal matrix (and all its entries
are strictly positive because q ∈ (Wn)+).
In virtue of Remark 4.4, we know that rank(J ′) = 6 and, by induction hypothesis, B has
maximal rank equal to c(n − 1) = 4n−2 − 6n + 15. It follows that the matrix Jacq(W ′) has
maximal rank equal to
rank
(
Jacq(W ′)
)= 4n−2 − 6n+ 15 + 6 + 12(4n−3 − 1)= 4n−1 − 6n+ 9,
and we are done. 
Remark 4.7. The tools of toric geometry could have given another way of proving this
theorem. Indeed, we could have attempted to prove that the exponents of the binomials in
J (3)∪ J (n− 1)∪K form a lattice basis of the toric ideal IV . Then we could check whether
they form a complete intersection C using the characterization of [8]. From [15, 2.1] it would
follow that the primary components of the variety C that do not correspond to V are con-
tained in some hyperplane {qx1...xn = 0}. Therefore this would prove that C ∩ + coincides
with W+.
This approach provides an interesting consequence for phylogenetic reconstruction purposes.
If one wants to use the generators given in Theorem 4.5 for phylogenetic reconstruction, one
would like to ensure that the points of + intersecting C are precisely the points in W+ (we
would like to thank J. Rhodes for pointing this out). This is what we have pursued in the previous
paragraph.
Remark 4.8. The reader may notice that the 6 quartics in Proposition 4.2 remain unchanged if
the second and third leaves are switched. This symmetry should be used in order to construct the
generators of degree 4 for trees with a larger number of leaves, say n. Recall that the generators
for Tn come from the generators of the subtree T3 with vertices v1, vn−1, vn and those of the
subtree Tn−1 with vertices v1, . . . ,m. Notice that the map j3 : Q3 → Qn defined above preserves
the symmetry of the second and third leaves of the quartics for T3 (see Proposition 4.2) and
translates it into a symmetry of the leaves (vn−1, vn) of Tn. However, in general, this is not
the case for the maps in−1 : Qn−1 → Qn if n  4. For instance, i3 maps qxyz to qxyzA, so the
symmetry y ↔ z translates into a possibly non-desirable symmetry between the second and third
leaves of T4. In this case, we would consider i′3 : Q3 → Q4 defined by qxyz → qyzxA. This has
been taken into account in order to construct the set of generators shown in Example 4.9. In the
general case, each tree should be studied in order that the construction keeps as many symmetries
as possible.
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the following 48 invariants: 36 quadrics
qCCCCqAAAA − qCCAAqAACC, qGGCCqAAAA − qGGAAqAACC, qT T CCqAAAA − qT TAAqAACC,
qCCGGqAAAA − qCCAAqAAGG, qGGGGqAAAA − qGGAAqAAGG, qT TGGqAAAA − qT TAAqAAGG,
qCCT T qAAAA − qCCAAqAAT T , qGGT T qAAAA − qGGAAqAAT T , qT T T T qAAAA − qT TAAqAAT T ,
qACACqCACA − qACCAqCAAC, qGTACqCACA − qGTCAqCAAC, qTGACqCACA − qTGCAqCAAC,
qACGT qCACA − qACCAqCAGT , qGTGT qCACA − qGTCAqCAGT , qTGGT qCACA − qTGCAqCAGT ,
qACTGqCACA − qACCAqCATG, qGT TGqCACA − qGTCAqCATG, qTGTGqCACA − qTGCAqCATG,
qAGAGqGAGA − qAGGAqGAAG, qCTAGqGAGA − qCTGAqGAAG, qTCAGqGAGA − qTCGAqGAAG,
qAGCT qGAGA − qAGGAqGACT , qCTCT qGAGA − qCTGAqGACT , qT CCT qGAGA − qTCGAqGACT ,
qAGTCqGAGA − qAGGAqGATC, qCT T CqGAGA − qCTGAqGATC, qT CTCqGAGA − qTCGAqGATC,
qATAT qTATA − qAT TAqTAAT , qCGAT qTATA − qCGTAqTAAT , qGCAT qTATA − qGCTAqTAAT ,
qATCGqTATA − qAT TAqTACG, qCGCGqTATA − qCGTAqTACG, qGCCGqTATA − qGCTAqTACG,
qATGCqTATA − qAT TAqTAGC, qCGGCqTATA − qCGTAqTAGC, qGCGCqTATA − qGCTAqTAGC,
and 12 quartics
qAAAAqT TAAqCGTAqGCTA − qCCAAqGGAAqAT TAqTATA,
qCACAqTGCAqAT TAqGCTA − qACCAqGTCAqCGTAqTATA,
qGGAAqT TAAqACCAqCACA − qAAAAqCCAAqGTCAqTGCA,
qCCAAqT TAAqAGGAqGAGA − qAAAAqGGAAqCTGAqTCGA,
qACCAqTGCAqCTGAqGAGA − qCACAqGTCAqAGGAqTCGA,
qGAGAqTCGAqAT TAqCGTA − qAGGAqCTGAqGCTAqTATA,
qAAAAqAAT T qTACGqTAGC − qAACCqAAGGqTAAT qTATA,
qCACAqCATGqTAAT qTAGC − qCAACqCAGT qTACGqTATA,
qAAGGqAAT T qCAACqCACA − qAAAAqAACCqCAGT qCATG,
qAACCqAAT T qGAAGqGAGA − qAAAAqAAGGqGACT qGATC,
qCAACqCATGqGACT qGAGA − qCACAqCAGT qGAAGqGATC,
qGAGAqGATCqTAAT qTACG − qGAAGqGACT qTAGCqTATA.
Remark 4.10. The set of quadrics K contains the information of invariants coming from the splits
of the tree (see [23] and [11]). The variety defined by K is much bigger than W because it has
codimension 12(4n−3 − 1). However, in the case of 4-leaf trees, the quartics in the generators
given above vanish on the three varieties corresponding to the three topologies. Therefore, it
is plausible that the quartet tree might be reconstructed from the set of quadrics K (cf. [11,
Theorem 19.14]). This will be studied in a forthcoming paper.
Remark 4.11. In [5], we studied a phylogenetic reconstruction method (already introduced
in [6]) which was based on a set of generators of the ideal associated to the Kimura model. The
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cient method. In the case of 4-leaf trees and for the Kimura 3-parameter model, a minimal system
of generators for the corresponding ideal consists of 8002 polynomials of degrees 2, 3 and 4. Be-
cause of the results of this paper, it is enough to deal with the 48 invariants listed in Example 4.9
(or in general, as many invariants as the codimension of the variety Wn). This leads to a substan-
tial improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of the method. Simulation studies on this
variant of the method can be found on the webpage http://www.ma1.upc.edu/~jfernandez/ci.html
and the reader should contrast them to [5]. Moreover, the fact that we provide the smallest set of
local generators in Theorem 4.5, gives some hope for the generalization of phylogenetic recon-
struction methods based on algebraic geometry to trees with a large number of leaves.
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